Turbulent ow in a channel is simulated using a vortex method. Smoothed vortex sheets cover the near wall region while the vorticity in the remainder of the ow is contained in convecting and stretching vortex laments. The sheet elements are convected and regridded at each time step thus enabling evaluation of their wall-normal viscous di usion and vortex stretching using nite di erences. New laments are created during signi cant ejection events initiated by parent vortices. Chorin's hairpin removal algorithm is used as a physically based subgrid model to limit the range of resolved scales. Calculations on the order of 2000 time steps have been completed thus far. From a perturbed state, the numerical solution develops toward a self-sustained turbulent ow. An initial explosive growth in the number of new vortex structures occurs as the ow compensates for the absence of su cient spanwise vorticity in the initial conditions. Vortex production is self-limiting, however, and the ow subsequently relaxes toward a quasi-equilibrium in which new vortex lament creation occurs at only a small number of spatially intermittent locations. Preliminary statistics taken from the ongoing simulations suggest that the computational eld is approaching the correct physical state.
Introduction
Dynamically interacting, self-replicating quasi-streamwise vortices are a dominant component of the physics of turbulent boundary layer ow 2]. They are responsible, in all likelihood, for the existence of a net turbulent momentum transport near solid walls, i.e. Reynolds stress, which gives turbulent ow its distinctive character. Outward migration of structures created near the wall most likely provides an important source of vorticity populating the outer ow. The e ect of viscosity on turbulence at high Reynolds numbers is primarily through wall-normal di usion of streamwise and spanwise vorticity within a short distance from the wall (typically y + < 30, where y + u y= and u is the friction velocity), as well as through dissipation of highly stretched vortices as they convect through the ow.
This picture of the turbulent dynamics of bounded ows strongly suggests the applicability of a vortex method 11] in their simulation. Vortex sheet elements may be used as an economical representation of the high gradient vorticity eld near boundaries where primarily one-dimensional viscous vorticity di usion takes place. At the same time, vortex laments e ciently model the essentially inviscid interactions of vortex tubes|both coherent or otherwise|populating the region beyond y + = 30, i.e., beyond the direct in uence of viscous wall e ects. In a region between the inner and outer ows, provision may be made for the physical processes by which pre-existing coherent quasi-streamwise vortices cause the creation of new structures.
The present work describes the current status in the development of a numerical scheme incorporating these features of turbulent uid ow. It attempts to capture the essential physics of P.S. Bernard | A Vortex Method for Wall Bounded Turbulent Flows 16 turbulence with minimal resolution and numerical cost. Consistent with this viewpoint, a grid of smoothed vortex sheets is used to represent the near-wall viscous ow while vorticity in the remainder of the domain is contained in vortex laments. In conformity with previous analyses of the boundary layer structure, new laments appear in the outer ow during ejection events caused by parent vortices. A preliminary computation of channel ow shows many positive signs of converging toward the physical solution. In particular, both the velocity mean and turbulent structures are consistent with physical experiments and direct numerical simulations.
2 Vortex sheet and lament scheme The evolution of the vorticity eld, (x; t), in three-dimensional ow is governed by the transport equation @ @t + (r )u = (ru) + 1 R r 2 (1) where R is the Reynolds number, u = (u; v; w) is the velocity eld and ru is the velocity gradient tensor with components (ru) ij = @u i =@x j . In the present scheme, which is an outgrowth of earlier work 1,3], approximate solutions to (1) are obtained in the form of a grid of vortex sheets or \tiles" con ned to the near wall region, together with vortex laments accounting for signi cant vorticity away from the boundary as shown in Fig. 1 . This arrangement is consistent with the expected extent of non-negligible wall-normal mean vorticity di usion. In particular, a plot of d 2 =dy 2 taken from a spectral channel ow calculation (see Fig. 2 ) where is the average spanwise vorticity in channel ow, shows that mean viscous di usion is not signi cant beyond y + 35.
The vortex sheets, of dimension 2l 2h 2d in the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise ow directions, respectively, have large aspect ratio so that h << l; d. The center of the sheets normal to the wall are located at y i = (i ? 1)h; i = 1; 2; :::; N so that y = (N ? :5) h is the outer edge of the sheet domain. The vorticity of each sheet is assumed to be uniformly spread over its volume.
The layer of sheets with i = 1 are on the wall and have half thickness. The vorticity of the wall elements is assigned at each time step in such a way as to satisfy the no-slip boundary condition.
In the case of the sheets, (1) is approximated using an explicit scheme in which the vortex stretching and di usion terms are represented through second order nite di erences. The advection term on the left-hand side of (1) is satis ed by convecting the sheets according to the explicit rst order formula x n+1 i = x n i + t u n i (2) followed by interpolation back into the original sheet locations. Here, (2) approximates the kinematic equation dx i dt = u(x i (t); t) (3) where x i (t) is the center of the ith sheet, x n i is a discrete approximation to x i (n t), u n i u(x n i ; n t) and t is the time step of the calculation. The linear formula and so forth. The sum in (4) is just over those vortices in the immediate neighborhood of a point, so it is of minimal computational cost.
Whenever v > 0 near the surface, after application of (2), the sheets with center at y = h will move o away from the boundary creating a gap in the vortex element population. To prevent this from degrading the accuracy of (4), the outer edge of the wall sheets (at y = h=2) are moved through application of (2), thus reducing the gap between the sheets near the wall. Appropriate modi cation of (4) to include variable h is also necessary in this case.
The convective part of the sheet calculation is equivalent to that developed previously 1], with the exception that regridding is now performed at every time step. This maintains a well ordered state of the vortex sheets so that second order nite di erences can be used for the stretching and di usion terms. This approach removes the need to use a deterministic di usion scheme such as was pursued previously. It also has the advantage of requiring a minimum number of velocity evaluations in accounting for stretching e ects.
The lament part of the calculation is adapted directly from the approach of Chorin 5] . Each lament is assigned a constant circulation along its length. The end points of each segment are moved in time according to a discretization of (2). This accounts for both the stretching term in (1) and the convection term. While vortex lament algorithms often use a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme to advance the tubes, this is not pursued here in order to reduce the number of velocity evaluations. Since small scale motions are suppressed in the scheme anyway, e.g. through hairpin removal, it is not expected that rst order positioning of vortex tubes via (2) should adversely e ect the evolving chaotic eld.
Folded vortex segments forming hairpins are removed when their interior angle is less than a critical angle 5]. Here we take this to be 45 . Long segments are divided in two whenever they stretch too far, while short segments are joined to larger ones.
Coherent vortex laments and tubes in a turbulent ow presumably have a nite life span. The demise of such structures as coherent entities may be a natural outcome of their interactions with other vortices, combined with the long time e ects of di usion. The end result is a release of their vorticity into the background, non-coherent vorticity. In the case of a periodic ow, such as a channel, it is particularly important to accommodate the life cycle of coherent vortex tubes since otherwise the numerical scheme will see a monotonic growth in the number of structures as new ones are created. In external ows the problem is much less severe since the destruction of vortices presumably takes place downstream after they have exited the ow domain.
Core spreading was previously introduced 8,9] as a means of modeling viscous di usion of vortex tubes. While the numerical inconsistencies 6] of this approach may be correctable 12], it is not well suited to the present purposes since it yields a eld of ever thickening structures. A more useful approach is to allow vortices which are not being su ciently stretched to lose an appropriate amount of their circulation at each time step, speci cally, that amount which would be contained in the outward di using vorticity. Vortices whose circulations drop below a threshold, can then be eliminated.
A model for this phenomenon can be fashioned from the Gaussian core solution 8]. In this, a tube whose length increases from s to s 0 in time t must have a radius equal to 
if the stretching rate is to be in equilibrium with viscous spreading. Generally, it can be expected that tube radii will be inconsistent with the rate of stretching. A tube segment for which s 0 > s will thicken if its radius r < r e , and a calculation yields that the necessary adjustment of circulation is: 
For tubes composed of multiple segments, (6) - (8) may be applied using the average rate of stretching along the tubes.
3 Velocity eld
Following common practice 11], the velocity eld is computed through evaluating the smoothed Biot-Savart integral u(x;t) = Z < 3
K (x ? x 0 ) (x 0 ; t)dx 0 ; (9) where the local smoothing function, K , is used to desingularize the velocity eld. In the case of 
since j (x j ; t) is taken to be constant over the sheets. Here, V j represents the volume of the jth sheet. In view of the high aspect ratio of the vortex sheets, the y integration in (11) where r 2 mn = X 2 m +Y 2 +Z 2 n ; m; n = 1; 2, X 1 = (x i ?x j ?l)= , X 2 = (x i ?x j +l)= , Z 1 = (z i ?z j ?d)= , Z 2 = (z i ? z j + d)= and Y = (y i ? y j )= : A geometric interpretation of r mn is given in Fig. 3 .
In view of the high aspect ratio of the sheets, the condition < l; d is always satis ed so that no sheet can t entirely within a ball of radius around x i . Thus, the evaluation of U ij ; V ij and W ij in the local case involves carrying out the integration of K over a region formed by the intersection of a sheet with a sphere of radius around the point x i . The resulting formulas are too lengthy to write down here, though a FORTRAN subroutine based on these results is available from the author.
Individual segments of a vortex lament, say between x j?1 and x j , contribute to the velocity eld at x according to 5] ? ? 4 r j s j jr j j 3 (r= ) (15) where ? is the circulation of the lament, r j = x j ?x, s j = x j ?x j?1 and (r) = 1 ? 1 ? 3 2 r 3 e ?r 3 is a higher order smoothing function. It follows that the velocity eld due to a collection of sheets and laments is given by
For at plate boundary layer or channel ows, the sum in (16) includes a set of image sheets and laments enabling the non-penetration boundary condition to be satis ed identically. For more general geometries, a separate calculation of a potential ow using boundary elements 7] may be added to (16) in order to satisfy the wall normal boundary condition. The intersection of boundaries with the support of the smoothing function in (11) must be speci cally compensated for to prevent a loss of information in the velocity eld calculations. An e ective technique in this regard, which is compatible with the implementation of the boundary conditions, is to force sheets within of the wall to contribute to the velocity at points between themselves and the wall surface according to the far eld formulas (12){(14) only. This can be done by reducing for these sheets. In the case of the streamwise velocity, for example, the wall sheet lying immediately over a point on the wall contributes the amount ?h( 3 ) i to the velocity P.S. Bernard | A Vortex Method for Wall Bounded Turbulent Flows 20 at this location, i.e., exactly what is expected from a physical analysis of the local vortex sheet. This result is a consequence of the di erence in arctangent terms in (13) which will in this case be essentially 2 . A similar results holds for the spanwise velocity where the sheet above a point contributes h( 1 ) i .
The boundary values of the components of vorticity tangential to the wall may be determined by setting (16) to zero at the location of each wall sheet. For planar walls containing M xed sheets on the wall, this yields two sets of M coupled equations which are readily solved by iteration.
Filament formation
A critical aspect of the method is in providing for the generation of new vortex tubes. The algorithm must at the same time be both sensitive to the physical process by which new structures appear, yet not so unconstrained as to allow for the formation of impossibly large numbers of new vortices. The assumption that new laments are created primarily during ejection events orchestrated by pre-existing parent vortices, provides a basis for satisfying these criteria. In particular, only the most intense outward movements of vorticity may be considered to be of dynamical interest, i.e. associated with the self-replication process. The remainder of the outwardly migrating vorticity may be discarded under the assumption that it contributes only to the random background vorticity and is not dynamically essential to the turbulent ow eld.
Numerical implementation of these ideas can be e ected through the following considerations.
The outside of the sheet region is at y and beyond this point the vorticity resides exclusively in vortex tubes. At each time step, after the sheets are convected according to (2) , those sheets in the furthest layer above the wall, and for which v > 0, will have moved past the plane y = y .
The regridding step which updates the vorticity in the sheets does not a ect the vorticity residing above y = y . This vorticity, however, is potentially the source of the vorticity composing the new vortex laments. Its appearance above the y = y plane is only in spatially intermittent regions where ejections occur. Wherever this vorticity exceeds a threshold, i.e. j j > j j crit it can be formed into new laments using (17){(19). This limits the new vortices to only the most energetic ejection motions associated with parent vortices. The physical events leading to a new vortex generally occurs over a time interval larger than a single numerical time step. In other words, for a number of consecutive time steps a single parent vortex may eject a series of laments at a particular sheet location|each exceeding the threshold and virtually identically in direction and amplitude to those preceding it. Rather than permit each of these laments to be individually represented in the calculation, it is most e cient to collect them together into a single structure of greater circulation. This may be done by adding the amplitudes of the new laments to the pre-existing ones and updating the location of the combined vortex through a weighted average depending on the relative strength of the two component vortices. If the developing lament convects more than the distance l downstream of its original point before the creation process is complete, it is then considered in its nal form and a new vortex is initiated at the source location.
Numerical results
Calculations performed to date have focused on simulating turbulent channel ow so as to be able to systematically document the capabilities of the vortex method in reproducing the principal statistical and physical attributes of turbulence. The channel ow is de ned by holding xed the average centerline streamwise velocity (scaled by the average mass ow velocity) at U cl = 1:165, The initial vorticity distribution in the sheets is taken to be that corresponding to the mean vorticity pro le in the channel ow simulation. To perturb this one-dimensional eld, either a single tilted vortex is used or else a collection of 18 vortices found from a spectral calculation. In either case the subsequent evolution of the ow has similar properties.
Calculations have been performed for approximately 2000 time steps covering an elapsed time of t 8. Over this time interval, the original structures convect through the periodic ow domain almost 4 times. An anti-symmetry condition between the vortices in the top and lower halves of the channel is used in these computations in order to enhance e ciency. Current studies, which seek to investigate the long time behavior of the algorithm, have dropped this assumption.
Since the initial spanwise vorticity is con ned to just the sheet region, the ow is lacking the considerable amount of spanwise vorticity which would be present in the central region of the channel in the fully developed turbulent state. The computed solution reacts to this condition over several hundred time steps through a prodigious infusion of new vortex laments into the ow. After several hundred new laments appear, the conditions causing the creation of large numbers of vortices changes, and the rate of introduction of new laments slows dramatically. These points are illustrated in Fig. 4 showing the history of the number of vortex laments and segments during the calculation. After an incubation period dominated by signi cant viscous di usion of vorticity into the sheets and its outward convection, a steep rise in the number of new laments appears. Later, the growth in the number of laments settles down to a gentle slope. Due to vortex stretching, which increases the length of laments, the number of segments in the calculation rises at a somewhat faster rate than the number of new laments. Fig. 5 shows how the number of sites producing new vortices changes with time. A rapid rise is followed by an equally rapid decline to a small persistent number of isolated locations.
The evolution of the vortical structure of the channel ow from its initial state is illustrated in Figs. 6a and 6b giving a plan view of the vortex system at two di erent times. Flow is from bottom to top. The new vortices are seen to form in sequence as a parent vortex convects along the wall. Due to periodicity, the regions of new vortices eventually form columns in the planar view. Three distinct arrays of new laments are shown in Fig. 6a . While the computation displayed here started with a wide distribution of parent vortices, a very similar picture also emerges if just a single tilted vortex is used to perturb the ow. In this case new laments also form into three columns. This suggests the presence of a signi cant spanwise instability in the initial conditions.
As time progresses (Fig. 6b ) the regions of new laments become wider and an interesting streamwise instability appears as the solution evolves toward a more chaotic state. The new laments consist of hairpins together with spanwise vortices taking on an increasing quasi-streamwise orientation as time progresses. Seen from the side in Fig. 7 , the quasi-streamwise structure of the vortex array is evident. This gure also reveals the presence of a signi cant ejection of vorticity towards the centerline. The di erence between the initial mean velocity eld and that corresponding to the state achieved in Figs. 6b and 7 is given in Fig. 8 . This shows just how much the ow has evolved toward a turbulent-like state with a more physical distribution of vorticity.
It is informative to examine the relationship between the numerical and physical vortex creation process in some detail. In particular, it is of interest to see how the former accommodates the latter Figure 9c shows that there is a region of high and low z on either side of the parent vortex. Enhanced, i.e. more negative vorticity is on the left side of the structure coming from the upwelling of high z uid from below. To the right of the vortex, z is depressed in magnitude by motion bringing irrotational uid toward the wall.
The patterns of x and y contours in Figs. 9a and b correlate with the conceptualization shown in Fig. 10 . In particular, ejection of uid from near the wall is accompanied by a bending of vortex lines in the y ? z plane. A notable feature of this is a pattern of + and ? y contours as may be observed in Fig. 9b . By forward shearing of the ejecting vorticity, a + and ? pattern of x contours also occurs as is visible in Fig. 9a .
New laments appear at locations where the`ejected' vorticity (i.e. vorticity which is convected out beyond the level y = y ) exceeds a threshold. The ve new vortex laments in Fig. 9 occupy positions equivalent to the large arrows in Fig. 10 . In the subsequent time interval such laments get sheared, creating counterrotating vortices to the parent. Hairpin-like vortices are also produced if the new lament straddles the maximum ejection point. The vortex lament creation process some time later is shown in Figs. 11a (planar view) and 11b (side view). The eld of new vortices spawned by the parent are grouped together forming a structure which is very reminiscent of those observed by Miyake and Tsujimoto 10] . From the side it is seen that the new vortex is above the parent and is composed of transverse, quasi-streamwise and hairpin laments. The newest laments are being added on the downstream end as the parent vortex convects through the ow. Finally, it should be remarked that other scenarios of vortex creation may also be possible depending on the initial vortex con guration.
Conclusions
A three-dimensional vortex sheet and lament method has been constructed for simulation of turbulent ow. New laments are created during signi cant ejection events initiated by parent vortices. Chorin's hairpin removal algorithm is used as a physically based subgrid model to limit the range of resolved scales. Numerical studies of the development of a channel ow with particular emphasis on the vortex self-replication process have been made. From a perturbed state, the numerical solution is observed to develop toward a self-sustained turbulent ow. An initial explosive growth in the number of new vortex structures occurs as the ow compensates for the absence of su cient spanwise vorticity in the initial conditions. Vortex production is self-limiting, however, and the ow subsequently evolves toward a quasi-equilibrium state where new vortex production occurs at only a small number of spatially intermittent locations. Preliminary statistics taken from ongoing simulations suggest that the computational eld is approaching the correct physical state.
Long time calculations of channel ow must be completed to verify that the method is able to accurately model real turbulent ows. In view of the ease with which the code can be modi ed to accommodate complex geometries, preparations are also being made for simulating an external ow. In particular, implementation of the scheme for the case of ow past a 6:1 prolate spheroid P.S. Bernard | A Vortex Method for Wall Bounded Turbulent Flows 23 is planned for the near future. The intent is to get an early indication of the e ectiveness of the methodology in design work. 
